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1.  INTRODUCTION

This incident occurred about 9:30 a.m., March 1, 2003, at the Railroad Switch Yard. Plaintiff, a

Railroad employee, was struck in the face by a manually operated turnout switch machine lever.

Plaintiff was injured by the released lever. 

The purpose of this investigation is to determine if the actions or omissions of the Railroad

created an unreasonably dangerous condition that was a cause of Plaintiff’s injury. 

2.  AVAILABLE INFORMATION

1. Railroad Supervisor’s Report of Employee Accident. 

2. Railroad Employee Accident Questionnaire. 

3. Railroad Employee Accident Information Supervisor’s Section. 

4. Railroad Transportation Dept. Situational Awareness for Efficient Railroading. 

5. Railroad report by Supervisor. 

6. Railroad track map. 

7. Railroad Joint Switch and Frog Inspection Reports. 

8. Six color photographs on CD of the Switch Yard. 

9. Video on CD of the Switch Yard. 

10.  Analytical Report

11. Model 9 Switch Machine, Operation, Installation and Maintenance Handbook, Pamphlet

1246, General Railway Signal, revised 1978. 

12.  T-20, T-21 Hand Operated Switch Machines, Service Manual 5417, Union Switch & Signal,

dated May 1990. 

13. Article: “Hard to Throw Switches”

14. Transcript of the May 12, 2006 deposition of Plaintiff. 

15. Transcript of the March 27, 2008 deposition of Plaintiff. 

16. Transcript of the September 26, 2006 deposition of Transportation Supervisor. 
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17. Transcript of the November 15, 2005 deposition of Track Foreman. 

3.  DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT

A turnout is a piece of railroad track used to divert trains from one track to another. 

The components of a turnout discussed in this report are: 

Switch -comprised of the straight and curved stock rails (for the through and diverging

routes, respectively), and two movable rails (switch points) which direct the train wheels

to the desired route. 

Switch machine -a device used to activate the movable rails (switch points). It is designed

to provide a mechanical advantage to the railroad worker operating it. The switch

machine involved in this incident has an operating lever that lies flat, parallel to the track.

The railroad worker operates the switch machine by moving the lever up from one side,

rotating in a 180o arc and moving down to the other (Photo 6). The lever of the switch

machine operates gears within the switch machine housing. In this manner, the movable

rails (switch points) are moved and the path of the train is changed. The lever is top

weighted and on both sides the lever is placed in a cradle and held in the down position

by a latch. 

When a turnout is operated, the operation moves the two movable rails (switch points) to the

required position for the desired train movement. In order for trains to safely traverse the turnout,

it is necessary for the movable rail (switch point) to fit firmly against its corresponding stock rail,

to prevent a gap from occurring between the two. Should a large enough gap occur, it is possible

for wheels on one side to follow the diverging path and the wheels on the other side to follow the

through path. As the distance between the two rails increases, eventually they are too far apart to

support the wheels and a derailment occurs. 

To achieve this firm fit, therefore, switch machine operations are designed to maintain pressure to

the movable rail (switch point) once the movement has been completed. In other words, the

switch machine lever cannot be latched down simply when the movable rail (switch point) has

reached the stock rail. Additional force must be used to push the lever further to latch it in place.

This extra force puts tension in the switch rod when the movable rails are moved toward from the

switch machine (compression when they are moved away), holding the point in place against the

undesired opening of the movable rail (switch point) (for example, due to the vibration of a

passing train). 

A derail is a device used to protect operations of one track from conflicting with operations on

another track. Safe railroad operations demand that individual train movements do not conflict

with each other. This means assuring that one train does not cross into the path of another without

authorization and coordination. As its name implies, its purpose is to derail the errant,

unauthorized train before it enters the path of an oncoming train. 

Derails may be connected to the turnout so that operating the turnout simultaneously operates the

derail. This is accomplished through a series of rods and levers (bellcranks) connecting the derail

to the switch machine. 
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4.  DESCRIPTION OF THE YARD

The Switch Yard is adjacent to the train station (Figure 1). A single east-west oriented main track

passes the station platform west of the yard and continues through the yard. There is a turnout

directed to a track called the West Wye going to the north, followed by a second turnout leading

to yard tracks 1, 2, and 3. A freight track parallels the main track to the south with an entrance

and exit to the main within the yard limits. A track called the East Wye connects the main track to

the West Wye near the eastern side of the yard. 

At the time of Plaintiff’s injury, a manually operated switch machine controlled the main track

turnout to yard tracks 1, 2, and 3 (Photos 1-5). The manual switch machine moves the adjacent

movable rails (switch points) and, via rods and levers, also moves the remotely located derails.

The pipe activated derails are located about 100 feet east of the switch and are operated

simultaneously with the points. 

5.  DESCRIPTION OF THE INCIDENT

Plaintiff was employed by Railroad as an assistant conductor. Exiting the train and operating

manual switch machines was one of Plaintiff’s duties as an assistant conductor (Photos 1 & 6).

Upon arriving, eastbound, at the station, Plaintiff had unlocked and released the switch machine

lever from its down (through movement) position (lever facing to the east) and rotated the switch

machine lever to the opposite (diverging movement) position (lever facing to the west). Plaintiff

latched the lever in the down position. 

The train on which Plaintiff was assigned then pulled off of the main track and entered one of the

yard tracks. This is confirmed by the train engineer’s statement. After Plaintiff’s assigned train

had passed, Plaintiff prepared to release the lever to restore the turnout to the through movement

position. She unlatched the lever from its cradle. Upon doing so, the lever suddenly moved

upward with unexpected speed and force, striking Plaintiff in the face. Plaintiff was injured as a

result of being struck. 

6.  ANALYSIS

Turnout Operation 

In normal operations, a certain amount of stored energy will be present in the switch machine

lever, requiring a manual operator to push against the lever to release the latch prior to pulling up

on the lever to move the movable rails (switch points). This is much like the safety catch on

automobile hoods. One must often push the hood toward the closed position to release the

pressure on the catch permitting one to open the hood. 

However, turnouts can go out of adjustment or be impeded in their operation creating much

greater force than is normal. Using the car hood analogy further, imagine that the spring in the

hood is so powerful that extraordinary effort is needed to release the catch, and once released, the

hood flies up, striking the operator. 

A set of movable rails (switch points) in a main line turnout can conservatively weigh about 1200

pounds. Given the weight of the steel and the friction inherent in steel moving on steel over a

distance of about 4 3/4", a mechanical advantage is required for the operator to manually move
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the points. However, if there is a defect in the mechanism, misadjustment or obstruction, then the

effort needed to throw the switch will be greatly increased. Snow and ice can create such a

condition. In some cases, build-up of snow and ice can create a derailment by causing a gap

between the movable rail (switch point) and stock rail. This is why railroads have track

maintenance crews performing snow duty and use heating devices to keep movable rails (switch

points) and turnout mechanisms free of snow and ice. Even so, delay in activating heating devices

or in dispatching track crews can allow snow and ice to build up. 

When Plaintiff released the latch, the stored energy forced the rack against the lever gear causing

the lever to move upward with unexpected speed and force, striking Plaintiff in the face. 

In this incident, the stored energy was greater than would typically be stored under normal

operating conditions. This resulted in a reaction that was faster and greater than was to be

expected. In fact, the force was so great, that the train engineer who witnessed it stated that he

saw Plaintiff’s body “snap back and” fall “to the ground.”1

Hard throwing switches were not unknown on the Railroad, as Plaintiff was aware of them from

early in her career.  The track foreman at Switch Yard at the time of the incident stated “if there2

was ice or snow in the switches it would definitely be hard to throw”.   He states further that “the3

pipeline could have derailed. Maybe that was not dug out, it is frozen. There are a lot of obstacles

out there”.   In fact, the switch was hard to throw on the day of the incident.   A warning about4 5

the dangers that may exist with hard throwing switches in the form of excessive stored energy

was not given to Plaintiff in her training  nor in a safety briefing of the potential for heightened6

risk the day of the incident. 

Stored Energy Hazard 

Plaintiff was forcefully struck by the sudden and unexpected rising switch lever. By the Principle

of Conservation of Energy, the lever is not capable of rising without a source of energy. Because

the switch and derail system is a mechanical system and only receives energy from the switch

machine (and its operator), the energy originated with Plaintiff moving the lever. Because the

system was static after Plaintiff moved and latched the lever, Plaintiff’s input energy was stored

in the mechanical system. . 

Derails and switches operate in an environment of fluctuating temperatures, three states of water ,7

and debris due to wind, passing trains, and yard work. These items or their effects on equipment

 Deposition, Transportation Supervisor, September 26, 2006, 45:10-11 
1

 Deposition, Plaintiff, May 12, 2006, 22:21-25; 23:1-22 
2

 Deposition, Track Foreman, November 15, 2005, 22:6-7 
3

 Track Foreman Deposition, 22:11-13 
4

 Plaintiff Deposition, 45:8-10 
5

 Plaintiff Deposition, 20:1-9 
6

 ice, liquid, and gaseous 
7
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can cause switches, rods, plates, and derails to bind and require increasing force to be applied to

actuation mechanisms, such as a switch machine lever, to effect actuation of a device. 

Mis-adjustment or obstruction of the switch adds to the stored energy due to the greater force

needed to move the points to full closure. For example, if a build-up of ice impedes the movable

rails (switch points) in their respective movements, the load from the switch machine lever flexes

the movable rail (switch point). If the applied load is sufficient to allow the lever to reach the

hold-down latch, the excess energy is stored until the latch is released. 

Therefore, adequate track maintenance is needed for proper operation of the switch/derail system

and to prevent conditions that cause excessive stored mechanical energy. As the Track Foreman

stated, “It is not always that you get people [extra people to help with snow duty] . We had to do

what we had to do to get the trains out. .... so we kept things going the best we could.”  8

The unexpected release of stored energy is a recognized hazard. The unexpected release of the

energy stored in manually operated railroad switches has been known on railroads for a long

time. The potential for harm is significant enough that as early as 1978, some switch machine

manufacturers were highlighting the danger.  9

The layout and orientation of components of the yard switch depicted in Photo 1 is consistent

with the drawings depicted in the Union Switch & Signal T-20 manual.  Union Switch & Signal

T-20 is similar to the General Railroad Signal Model 9 Switch Machine. The Model 9 Operation

and Maintenance Manual of October 1978 states: 

CAUTION 

When hand operating switch machines, keep head and body clear of the path of the hand

throw lever. Stored mechanical energy, caused by improper adjustment, shifts in rails

and other switch components, or obstructions, can be transferred to the hand throw lever

during hand operation causing it to move rapidly and forcefully

Plaintiff was exposed to the hazard of the unexpected release of stored energy when she released

the switch lever latch. The combination of hazard and exposure created a dangerous condition

that caused Plaintiff’s injury. One method to prevent to control the amount of stored energy

would be to insure that the switch was properly adjusted and free from obstructions, such as snow

and ice. 

The Railroad’s failure to properly maintain the switch machine and its attachments (included

keeping it free from ice and snow) created an unreasonably dangerous condition that was the

cause of Plaintiff’s injury. 

The Railroad’s failure to provide adequate warnings and training with regard to the stored energy

hazard deprived Plaintiff of the information she needed to do her job safely. 

 Track Foreman Deposition, 45:4-5; 7-8; 11-12 
8

 General Railway Signal Model 9 Switch Machine, Pamphlet 1246, Operation Installation &          
9

                 Maintenance, Revised October 1978, P2. 
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7.  RAILROAD ALLEGATIONS

The railroad has alleged that Plaintiff did not follow operating rules and special instructions by

walking to the derail after throwing the switch and remaining there until the train had passed. The

implication is that Plaintiff threw the switch prematurely and that the passing train kicked off the

derail causing the sudden and violent upward movement of the switch lever. The Transportation

Supervisor, stated “I walked with signal to the derail on No. 1 yard track and noticed a fresh

marking on the derail, indicating that a wheel had recently run over it.”  10

However, movement of the lever to the west removes the derail from the track. Had the derail

been thrown prematurely and been kicked off by the train, it would more likely have snapped

down to the west facing position, not moved upward towards Plaintiff. 

Plaintiff clearly states she put her “foot on the lever to let it loose and then it just came up at”

her.  It is evident that the derail was removed from the track by Plaintiff’s initial move because11

Plaintiff’s train did not derail. 

Furthermore, the engineer of Plaintiff’s train indicated in his statement that “due to the curve in

the track and into the yard he is unable to observe the switch or the assistant conductor

[Plaintiff]” in his side mirrors “until his train is clear of the derail”.   His statement goes on to12

indicate that “once the train was clear of the derail, he looked in the side mirrors and saw the

assistant conductor in a position as though she was trying to lock down the arm of the switch”.  13

Finally, no pictures of the markings were taken, nor was any investigation made to find a

corresponding yellow paint mark on a wheel, to determine which wheel, if any, of Plaintiff’s train

contacted the derail. In fact, the engineer’s statement indicates that he had to clear the derail

before he could make any observation of Plaintiff or the switch. 

However, pipe-connected derails, like turnouts, can also go out of adjustment or be impeded in

their operation creating much greater force to operate than is normal. The action of the lever that

struck Plaintiff is consistent with a restriction in the derail system and in the switch that caused

energy to be stored and suddenly released when Plaintiff released the lever. Therefore, whether

Plaintiff walked to the derail or not would not have an effect on the hazardous stored energy at

the lever that subsequently injured Plaintiff. 

 Employee Accident Information, Supervisor’s Section; Signed by Transportation Supervisor,      
10

                   3/4/2008 

 Plaintiff Deposition, 65:23-25 
11

 Transportation Supervisor Deposition, 44:17-23 
12

 Transportation Supervisor Deposition, 44:24-25; 45:2-4 
13
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8.  FINDINGS

Within the bounds of reasonable technical certainty, and subject to change if additional

information becomes available, it is my opinion that: 

1. The Railroad’s failure to properly maintain the switch machine and its attachments

created an unreasonably dangerous condition that was a cause of Plaintiff’s injury. 

2. The Railroad’s failure to provide adequate warnings and training with regard to the stored

energy hazard deprived Plaintiff of the information she needed to do her job safely. 

_________________________

Augustine F. Ubaldi, P. E. (Ohio)
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